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LETTER TO THE EDITORS 

Art. Analytical Solut ion to Tung’s Axial Dispersion Equation 

Tung’s axial dispersion equation’ sometimes referred to as his integral dispersion 
equation, corrects for Gaussian axial dispersion which occurs when a finite pulse is in- 
jected into the solvent stream which flows through the packed columns of the gel permea- 
tion chromatograph (GPC). A solution of the integral equation provides a differential 
molecular weight distribution (MWD) and molecular weight averages corrected for 
symmetrical axial dispersion. Previous have attempted to solve for the 
corrected chromatogram numerically. These numerical solutions were not completely 
satisfactory in all cases. For example, when corrections for axial dispersion were 
appreciable, artificial maxima in the corrected MWD were present. Such maxima could 
lead to incorrect chromatogram interpretation and hence cannot be tolerated. The 
molecular weight averages obtained from these corrected M WD’s appeared reasonable, 
however. When solving a set of ordinary differential equations of polymerization ki- 
netics, it is usually a much easier task to solve for the molecular weight averages than for 
the explicit MWD itself. This suggested that an attempt to  first solve for the dispersion 
corrected molecular weight averages from the chromatogram using the integral equation 
might be more rewarding than an attempt to solve for the corrected differential distribu- 
tion.a Molecular weight averages (both corrected and uncorrected for symmetrical 
axial dispersion) obtained by Duerksen and Hamielec4 using Tung’s hermite polynomial 
method and by Balke and HamielecS using Pierce and Armonas method showed an 
interesting symmetry, and correlated with a simple algebraic equation. This suggested 
that an analytical solution was possible and motivated the present investigation. 

If we assume that chain lengt>h is a continuous variable, then the molecular weight. 
averages may be expressed by 

with K = 1, 2, . . . 

where : 

M l ( h )  = dispersion corrected number average chain length 
) E uncorrected number average chain length 

M,(h)  3 dispersion corrected weight average chain lengt,h 
) = uncorrected weight average chain length 

M I (  

M2( 
F ( v )  = normalized GPC chromatogram uncorrected for dispersion 

W ( v )  = normalized GPC chromatogram correct,ed for dispersion 
M ( v )  E true molecular weight calibration curve 

V ,  = initial elution volume 
V, E final elution volume 

It is well known that, the calibrat,ion curve or segments of the curve can be represented 
bY 

V = c1 - c2 log,, M ( v )  c,, c* > 0 
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or alternatively 

M(u)  = D1 exp(-D2u) D1, D2 > 0 

There is no loss in generality if we let V ,  - - OJ , B8 + OJ , so that eq. (1) becomes 

J - m  

P- 

J - m  

and so on. 
Where Fand Ware the bilateral Laplace transforms of F and W, respectively. In order 

for these transforms to exist it is sufficient that F ( v )  and W(u) satisfy 

lim 

v +  m 

( ~ ( u )  elD2Ju) < OJ 

lim 
(w(u)  elDzlu) < OJ 

u +  OJ 

Fortunately, we can claim these conditions to  be satisfied from the physical shape of 
the chromatogram and calibration curve. 

Tung's axial dispersion eq. (1) then is 

which can be considered the convolution integral of the bilateral Laplace transformation. 
Hence 

where the integrals are assured of existence for all s and h > 0. 
right is ( ~ / h ) ' / ~ s o  that 

The last int,egral on tho 

(sl P(s)  = W ( s )  exp 

Applying this result, to eq. (4) and (Ti) we get 
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(12) 

K = 1,2,  . . .  

The ratios of corrected to uncorrected moments may be expressed as 

where QR is the Kth moment of the distribution. 

procedure suggested by Bamford et al.6 is to use Laguerre polynomials L m ( p )  
A next stage could be the calculation of the MWD from the corrected moment,s. A 

where p = r /Ml (h)  and T = number of monomer units in the chain. 
P,, the concentration of polymer molecules containing T units is expanded in t,he form 

The coefficients 'ym may be expressed in terms of the corrected moments as 

We cannot guarantee that this procedure for constructing the differential molecular 
weight distribution from the corrected moments will be free of artificial maxima. In 
fact it should be possible to show that solution through Laguerre polynomials is equiv- 
alent to that through Hermite polynomials as used by Tung.l Before any definite 
statements about the advantages of either method can be made, it would be necessary 
to  make a comprehensive investigation of the method suggested by Bamford et al.6 

Thus we have found an analytic solution for the ratio of corrected to uncorrected 
moments and molecular weight averages in terms of GPC parameters Dz and h. For 
examples of its application to  a variety of GPC operating conditions including situations 
where the calibration curve is not logarithmic and where the resolution factor varies 
significantly with elution volume, see the work of Balke and Hamielec.a 
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